
Fluorescent Singapore

You want an energy efficient home, but you don't want to lose the
mood, the drama or the designer look you like so much. Yet the
only way to enjoy significant savings on the monthly utility bill
requires switching to fluorescent lighting; that god awful
replacement that flickers, hums and threatens to make your living
space look as stylish as the cafeteria at the local elementary school.

http://baths.sg/lights/


Singapore Energy Saving Light Bulbs

Fluorescent light bulbs offer consumers a significant benefit when
compared to regular light bulbs or incandescent light bulbs. There are
many different types of fluorescent lights on the market. The most
popular version is compact fluorescent lighting bulbs. This type of bulb is
similar in size to a regular old fashioned light bulb but instead the light
comes from a coiled or twisted tube. T12 and T8 bulbs are used in long
panel mounts.

http://baths.sg/promotions/


Fluorescent Light Singapore
Fluorescent lights cost more to purchase but less
to operate. The cost savings should ultimately be
calculated after taking into account that
fluorescent lights last about ten times longer than
incandescent lights and help cut down on the
need to purchase replacement bulbs as well as on
the labor to replace bulbs. Fluorescent lights also
generate about 70% less heat in comparison to
regular bulbs so they assist in cutting down on
cooling costs too.

The cooling cost savings isn't nearly as
remarkable as the electric cost savings.
Fluorescent lights require 2/3 less energy to
operate. The savings is immense when a large
space like a warehouse calculates these cost
benefits.

http://baths.sg/promotion-package/


Where To Buy 

Lights In 

Singapore

At Lights N Showers, our motto is to provide the
highest quality, most efficient bathroom, kitchen
and lighting accessories for all your home
makeover experiences
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baths.sgFor inquiries please visit :

http://baths.sg/
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Bidet-Spray-Singapore/1577667865843631
https://twitter.com/BathLightSG
https://plus.google.com/communities/106938783615447091676
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCz2hNMwj0BUIsb5o20r61RA

